
Easter eggs wrapped with fabric strips
Instructions No. 462

Difficulty: Advanced

Working time: 40 Minutes

With a few simple steps you can transform white Polystyrene-eggs into exclusive Easter decorations in country house style.
The fabric strips are wrapped around the shapes at only and fixed with Pins - very simple and very effective.

Here's how it works  

Cut stripes of the different fabrics about 6 cm wide.
Pin a strip of patterned fabric wide on a tip of the egg, fold the edges inwards and wrap the strip irregularly around the egg,
fixing it with decoration-Pins 
Then work in the same way from the other side, then wrap the remaining free area in the middle with plain fabric. This will
cover the edges of both pattern fabrics.
Now fix the transitions between the different fabrics with Deco-Pins so that no Polystyrene is visible anymore.
Finally, spread satin scattered roses with simple Pins on the egg.

Are you looking for more ideas in country house style?

We have created many more creative ideas for you on the subject of country house design. The following instructions
may also be of interest to you:

Instruction no. 460 - romantic lamp for the bedside table
Instruction no. 461 - practical tray in patchwork look
Instruction no. 463 - wooden cabinet in patchwork look
Manual no. 464 - Ring binder with patchwork cover
Instruction no. 465 - Decorative helpers for the sewing room
Instruction no. 466 - Practical sewing case for on the way

Get inspired for your own projects, combine the same fabrics for several ideas and create your own decoration line.

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/romantische-lampe-fuer-den-nachttisch-t492/
https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/praktisches-tablett-in-patchwork-optik-t495/
https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/holzschraenkchen-im-patchwork-look-t497/
https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/ringbuch-mit-patchwork-deckel-t498/
https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/decorative-helpers-for-the-sewing-room-t499/
https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/practical-sewing-case-for-on-the-go-t500/


Dear sewer, as fabrics are seasonal goods and we always want to have trendy fabrics in stock for you, it can happen that the
sewn fabric is no longer in our range.

In our fabric section you will find a large selection of great fabrics. Click here to discover all the fabrics.

This idea is timelessly beautiful!

Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let yourself be inspired!

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/
https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/


Must Have

Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

600071 Polystyrene egg, 10 x 7,5 cm 0

620062 VBS Steel pins, 18 mm, 50 g 0

Styrofoam egg, 15,5 x 11 cm, 2 parts

2,95 CHF
 Item

details
Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/styrofoam-egg-15-5-x-11-cm-2-parts-a22594/
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